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DICKINSON HAS
BLACK BELT S
IN DETERMINATION
AND FORTITUDE.

FIGHTING SHADOWS
Martial artist Andy Dickinson
had never faced an opponent
he couldn’t get a grip on
until he was diagnosed with
Parkinson’s disease. Yet
somehow, by drawing on his
fighting instincts and combat
knowledge, he’s finding a way
to keep punching
BY MARK DAPIN
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I notice when Sensei
Andy Dickinson seems
to become more rigid
around the shoulders

but I don’t stop to wonder why. I’m half-aware
when his facial expression begins to freeze
up, but he’s 55 years old, and I know veteran
fighters sometimes grow into that justpunched look (see Jeff Fenech, for example) so
I don’t give it any real thought.
Dickinson is the owner of Northstar
Martial Arts, a jujitsu club at my local PCYC
in Balmain, NSW. I pass him sometimes on
my way to the weights room. My children
trained at his club and so did I, for a while. He
has always been kind to me, but I don’t know
him well.
So I’m surprised when he emails me to say
he has Parkinson’s disease (PD) and asks for
comment on a book he had written about his
life. I’m also terribly sad, because PD seems
such a cruel fate for a martial artist who lives
by his body.
We meet in Dickinson’s small windowless
office, opposite the dojo where every week
he threw kicks higher than his head, and
boxed, trapped and grappled with younger,
hungrier men. Dickinson sits with his back
straight, and his right hand resting on his left
to dampen the trembling in his fingers. PD is
a progressive, degenerative neural condition.
It shakes and stiffens, slows and stoops,
interferes with balance, invites depression
and renders many people disabled. It’s widely
thought of as an older person’s disease. Of the
60,000 Australians with PD, only 5-10 per
cent are diagnosed before the age of 50.
Dickinson first noticed the symptoms in
2010, when he was 47 years old.
“I was sitting in my kitchen at home,” he
says, “and I felt an internal tremor, like my
whole body was shaking. When I held my
fingers out, I had a slight tremor in two of my
fingers. It was very subtle, and I went to the
doctor, he checked me over and he said, ‘Oh,
it’s nothing.’”
PD can be hard to diagnose because there
are no markers for the disease. No MRI or
scan can pick it up. It has to be identified
through a clinical assessment, which relies
on the experience of a good movement
neurologist. A minor tremor is not enough
to go on.
Dickinson is a fifth-degree black belt
in taekwondo, with additional black-belt
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gradings in four jujitsu systems, all of which
he earned in Japan. Between 1987 and 1994,
at the peak of his fighting career, he would
compete every three weeks in the National
Martial Arts League in Australia, while
his job as a flight attendant regularly took
him overseas, where he would enter karate,
taekwondo and jujitsu tournaments in Asia
and Europe. His five-kilometre training runs
included sprints up six or seven hills or – in
Asia – the staircases of soaring towers and
high-rise hotels. “It would give me incredible
leg power and incredible fitness,” he says. “I
always loved running.”
It was six years after his first tremors
that Dickinson was finally told he had PD.
“One of the reasons people couldn’t diagnose
it was because I was exercising so much the
symptoms were extremely slow,” he says. “I’d
go to the neurologist once a year and have
it checked: ‘No, there’s nothing wrong with
you. Come back in a year.’ But I could feel that
when I was washing under my arm, when I
was washing my hair, my left hand wasn’t as
dexterous as it should have been. And I was in
peak condition during that time, still sparring
regularly and teaching regularly, so it came as
a real shock that the faculties I’d so relied on
for so many years to keep me in the best shape
of my life were sort of giving up. I understood
that the body will age over time but I wasn’t
prepared to have it happen as fast as it did.”
Once he knew the truth, “I remember
coming out of the neurologist’s with an
incredible sense of relief,” he says. “There’s
nothing worse than having an enemy that you
don’t know anything about. You can’t train
for that particular opponent. Knowing what
I was up for, and up against, I could get the
best possible information, the best possible
neurologist, the best possible support, and
I was lucky enough to be able to shape my
life in a way which enabled me not to have to
work full-time and meet this head on. I wasn’t
upset, I wasn’t depressed, I just felt, ‘That’s
great news. Now I can get on with it.’”
Dickinson has devised his own program
to deal with his symptoms. When he gets out
of bed in the morning, he says, “Usually my
hand is flapping from the lack of medication
so I’ll meditate for half an hour.” Then he

“YOU WIN, LOSE OR DRAW BUT
YOU FIGHT WITH A SENSE OF
DETERMINATION, OF MISSION”
performs exercises from the Chinese healing
system qigong, coupled with yoga stretches
and pilates moves that elongate his spine and
ease some of the stiffness in his left arm.
“After that, I’ll go through some martialarts forms that I’ve created myself,” he says.
“The forms are totally for fast, explosive
movements; that’s what Parkinson’s makes
difficult. It’s the slowing down which affects
you the most.”
He says his routine seems to work: “I’m
no worse off now than I was 12 months ago
with these movements. Some of the subtle
deficits have come through with the ends of
my fingers – not being able to use my fingers
correctly when I type and stiffness in some of
the joints, but overall I’m able to do what I was
doing before the diagnosis.”
In an average week, he rides his bike two
or three times, swims two or three times and
teaches his senior black belts once or twice.
“I was sparring up until the time I got my

diagnosis,” he says, “but the neurologist said
it probably wasn’t a good idea. But I still do as
much as possible, whether assisting boxing or
non-contact sparring. The black belts I spar
are very nice to me. They know what’s going
on and they make me look good.”
Boxing has been implicated in bringing
on PD, with Muhammad Ali the best-known
example of a former fighter whose Parkinson’s
was linked to acute head trauma. Dickinson
never competed in professional boxing or
kickboxing, so he was not exposed to repeated
heavy blows to the head but, he says, “Every
injury that I’ve taken over the years, every
time I’ve been knocked down or concussed, I
feel that’s coming back. I’m not convinced it
had an impact on the development of the PD,
but the training was rough and it all adds up
and slows you down as you get older. It comes
back to make you pay the price.”
Rather than blame boxing, Dickinson
has embraced it. There are several non-

contact boxing programs established to help
people with PD. Systems such as PD Warrior,
established in Australia by two neurological
physiotherapists, and Punchin’ Parko’s,
assist participants to sustain their strength,
balance and coordination.
Dickinson structures his whole day around
training. “I am a fighter,” he says, “in the
true aspect of the word: I just don’t give in.
Many times, I was alone in other countries,
standing at the edge of the ring, looking at my
opponent, who was just as keen as me to win.
I was scared. I was petrified. I’d make every
excuse in the world not to turn up, but I was
driven to be there on the day. And there would
be a sense of stillness that would come within
me and the fear just dropped away.
“I used to push my shoulders back, chin
up and, no matter what, I’d walk in there
with my head held high. You take whatever’s
coming. You win, lose or draw, but you fight
with a sense of determination and a sense of
mission. And it’s the same with Parkinson’s.
The last time I went into the neurologist
before I was diagnosed, I knew he was going to
find it that day. I was petrified. I knew that my
life was going to change. I wanted to back out.
I wanted to put it off. But sitting in his waiting
room, with my thumb going a million miles
an hour, a sense of calm came over me: I could
do this, could face whatever the outcome was,
just like I faced the outcome when I prepared
for tournaments. I would put my shoulders
back, hold my chin up, face my head into
the breeze. That’s the way I walked into the
doctor’s, with my head held high, willing to
take whatever came out. And I do that daily.”

THE MOVEMENT MEDICINE
Exercise is a safe, free and
effective treatment for
managing PD, says
professor Simon Lewis,
director of the University of
Sydney’s Parkinson’s
Disease Research Clinic.
It improves quality of life,
and it seems to improve
symptoms of PD, Lewis
says, but there is no
evidence that it slows
progression of the disease.
“The biggest physical
deficit is because you lose a
chemical called dopamine,”
he says. “It does its main
job in the subcortical
regions of your brain, i.e.
not the thinking part. The

things you don’t have to
think about doing – like
walking and talking. We
concentrate on training
people to engage the
cortex, the thinking
part of the brain, to
compensate for the
subcortex, which has got
the impairments.”
Many physical exercise
programs try to make the
patients think about making
large movements that
involve effortful thought,
Lewis adds. “You normally
wouldn’t think about
walking but if you can walk
like that all the time, the
Parkinson’s will be a bit

better. The idea is to train
you to automatically use a
part of your brain that you
wouldn’t automatically
use. With activities like
boxing, like yoga, like the
exercise program PD
Warrior, effectively that’s
what happening.”
Although exercise is
great, it’s not a panacea and
the same exercises don’t
work for everyone, Lewis
cautions. Slow, methodical
exercises, mindful of
balance, are best for many
PD sufferers – and even the
youngest, fittest patients
still have to take their
tablets, he says.
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